Abstract. We demonstrate the importance of the consistent treatment of mutual interaction between the condensate and the thermal component by applying the semiclassical Hartree-Fock model to the 2D trapped interacting Bose system. In contrast to the case where the interaction from the thermal component is neglected, the present system shows a lowering of the critical temperature and increase of the critical chemical potential due to the short-range repulsive interaction.
In this paper, we have calculated the analytical results of thermodynamics of 2D interacting Bose gases within the framework of a semiclassical HF model without neglecting the effect of atomic interaction from the thermal component. Our system, which considers mutual interaction between the condensate and the thermal component in a consistent manner, develops realistic thermodynamic behaviours including the lowering of the critical temperature and a corresponding increase of the critical chemical potential. Note that the Bayindir system, which corresponds to the zeroth order of the HF model with respect to gρ 1 in equations (1) and (2) , shows no changes in the critical temperature and the critical chemical potential compared with the non-interacting system irrespective of the strength of the interaction [14] . Moreover, we present an analytical form of the critical temperature and corresponding critical chemical potential for small interaction parameter even though gρ 1 is no longer an appropriate perturbation parameter in the case of two dimensions.
In the 2D HF model, the condensate wavefunction ψ 0 has been obtained by the timeindependent GP equation as
0 represents a short-range repulsive pseudo-potential between atoms in two dimensions, and ρ 1 corresponds to the density of the thermal component. In the large-N limit, the kinetic term of the GP equation can be neglected compared with the selfinteraction term g 
After some straightforward calculations, the above equations can be transformed to the following coupled equations:
where θ(x) is a Heaviside step function. In the derivation of equations (1) and (2) we used the critical temperature of an ideal boson confined in the harmonic potential 
It should be noted that equations (1)- (3) are independent of the total number of particles N by scaling if g has not been obtained yet. The experiment of 2D BEC can be realized on the quasi-2D trap by suppressing the excitation in the z-direction of the 3D trap using the optical dipole trap or highly anisotropic magnetic trap (ω x = ω y ω z ). In this situation, g 2D 0 is influenced by the length scale of confinement in the z-direction since this length scale becomes comparable to the s-wave scattering length a. In this work we consider g as a small parameter which covers the finite-size effect of the quasi-2D trap as well as the atomic interaction.
To solve the coupled equations (1)- (3), let us introduce a new variable α, which may be termed the local effective chemical potential, as
where
Note that α is always less than zero and 0 < f (α) < ∞. This guarantees that there is at least one intersection point α s satisfying equation (4) for the whole range of t (t 0). The solutions can be classified into two cases depending on whether the tangent point α * exists between y = α and y = −|µ − t 2 /2 − 2gf (α)| for a given point t * (t * > 0) or not. We first consider the case where there is a tangent point α * for a given t * . The condition to have a tangent point is 2gf (α * ) = 1 from equation (4), where f (α) = df/dα. This gives α * = −T ln(1 + g/π) and a corresponding t
Then, from the graph of equation (4), the solution α s is determined, depending on the range of t, as
Therefore, t * corresponds to the boundary between the condensate and the thermal component. * cannot be defined, and therefore the condensate does not exist. Next, we consider the case where α * does not exist. In this case, α s is determined uniquely from α s = µ − t 2 /2 − 2gf (α s ). As t increases from zero, α s decreases monotonically. In this case ρ 0 = 0 for the whole range of t. Summarizing all these results, ρ 0 and ρ 1 can be expressed by α as
The gap of density profile at the boundary t = t * , ρ, defined as ρ(t (1) and (2) are expanded in a series with respect to the perturbation parameter gρ 1 , the zeroth order corresponds to the Bayindir model. But gρ 1 is no longer the appropriate perturbation parameter for two dimensions, since the zeroth-order
] is divergent at the boundary t * = √ 2µ. Notice that gρ 1 is small and uniformly bounded for the whole range of t for three dimensions, so that the first-order correction is accurate enough for small g compared with the full numerical calculation [7] .
To determine µ for a given g and T , we first calculate the number of particles in the condensate, N 0 , and that in the thermal component, N BEC 1 , respectively. For this purpose, the integration with respect to t in equation (3) is transformed into one with respect to α using dα/dt. From equation (5) dα/dt can be uniquely defined as
Then the number of atoms in the condensate N 0 is
where g n (α) = g n (e α/T ), and α 0 means the value of α at t = 0 determined from α 0 = −µ + 2gf (α 0 ). Here we have used the simple relation dg n (α)/dα = 1/T g n−1 (α). The number of atoms in the thermal component N BEC 1 becomes 
where α 0 = µ − 2gf (α 0 ). Therefore, we have to solve different sets of equations to determine µ, depending on whether the system is below the critical temperature or not.
The critical temperature for a given g can be determined by considering the critical chemical potential µ (2) (ln |gy c /π|) 2 + gy c 2πζ (2) (ln |gy c /π| − 1)
where the non-algebraic form of µ 2D c and T c emphasize that a straightforward perturbation with respect to gρ 1 cannot work for two dimensions. Here x c becomes gy c /π for small g, where y c = −0.278 is determined from y c = 1 + ln(−y c ). On the other hand, if we consider only the thermal component from the start, we cannot find the critical point until the temperature approches zero since N th 1 (α 0 ) = ζ(2) can be always satisfied with a suitable µ due to the divergence of the second term in equation (9) . If the interaction from the thermal component is neglected, equations (7)- (9) become reduced as
and N figure 1 we plot the condensate fraction N 0 /N with respect to T for g = 0.001 and 0.1. It shows that the critical temperature T c decreases and the condensate fraction becomes reduced as g increases compared with the non-interacting case due to the repulsive nature of the interaction. Note that, as T approaches T c , the thermal atoms become dominant, and the depletion of the condensate is more significant in the HF model than in the [15] also show that the transition temperature decreases as the hard core radius increases even though the effects of interaction were underestimated in their results [16] .
The internal energy defined as E = (E th (N − N 0 )/2 + E c )/N, consists of the contribution from the thermal component E th and that from the condensate component E c . E th is further divided into kinetic energy K th and effective potential energy V th , respectively. By applying equation (6) , K th is given by and V th becomes
On the other hand E c is given by
which are identical to the results of Bayindir and Tanatar [14] . The behaviour of the internal energy as a function of temperature is plotted in figure 3 , which shows that the internal energy increases as g increases due to the repulsive interaction. In figure 4 we also plot the specific heat C v = dE/dT versus T . For nonzero g, figure 4 shows the smoothing of a sharp peak and a significant reduction of the increase in the specific heat with respect to the non-interacting case across the critical temperature. Notice the unrealistic oscillation of the specific heat in the Bayindir model for g = 0.1. The deviation of the Bayindir model from the fully interacting HF model diminishes as g decreases or T goes to zero since the effect of the thermal component vanishes. In summary, we have applied the semiclassical HF model to the 2D trapped interacting Bose gases and calculated the thermodynamic properties of the system for various interaction strengths. By considering the mutual interaction between the condensate and the thermal component in a consistent manner, we observe the lowering of the critical temperature and the condensate fraction compared with the ideal case, and the smoothing of the specific heat across the critical temperature.
